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MIGRATION 
 
the times              NOMADIC           
    turn                         the heavens 

from Canada to northern Montana  
on their way to safer ground,  
pronghorns in numerous assemblages  
single file a thousand each 
 moving forward back              
  cosmic standstill  
    moonwalk 

        h     y     p     e     r      s     t      a      s     i     s  

 LEVABO   

the strongest face deep snow first  
stamping down for others to follow.  
As strength fades  
points rotate and the new courageous engage the terrible obstacle for 
the rest    
  to  push  through 

   Climate change unleashes dangerous water &           
  new micro/macro forms trigger      
                   shifts ushering                  un]                      
             -precedented de-     
                  signs of construction 
           highway tracks fences pipe powerline ditches 
BLOCK synapses in this                            
   mind becoming                       [au contriare 
all in a body with this plowing deep snow  
to cross the flooding Missouri,  
tens of thousands    WILL  NOT           MAKE   
                                         that crux point 
               where for 7,000 years  
  ancients wet their whistles digging charpits   

in the stretch two rivers funnel into a narrow strip; now subdivided  
at Hwy 191 with barbed-wire flanks, the herd risk the middle way  

hurtling through the bottleneck, as cars, trucks, gas-field semis  
run them down the perilous corridor. To taxpayers’ annoyance,  

kindred souls have built a thin overpass just for them.    
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METAMORPHOSIS 

 

The click and chant of the world  spiraling its orbit 

                         a crying [American Scarab you tied to a hapless string 

now escaping the eggs  
deposited in treeforks, nymphs make holes 
digging for roots. Here, they live underground sucking plant sap  
years through the rostrum. 

                        One early summer while exiting my duplex,  
  10,000 cicadas squeezed from beneath the hillside 
 crawling slowly toward my door en masse to greet me 

  [as I you now do              discover co-involved] 
feelings for the path  

of liberation 
engendered in a final molting 

whose amber husks of crusty armor (medicinally deployed  
as a powerful symbol of rebirth) these angels-to-be cast off  

first clamping them to hackberry launching pads  
before coming out  

definitely ready for the runway                           
—striking wide-set eyes ride bilaterally  
their broad forehead above a skintight  
showme jacket hugging chitinous flash, 
whose metallic green                    shimmers radiantly  
            through patterned rays  
on an overlay of doubled clear wings  
tapering behind, provocatively dipping below—    

joining multitudes]    a female flicks the castanets of her biplane  
releasing a male to fill with air  

& enhance the resonance it drones  
from abdominal tymbals 

as this three-ringed circus of coterminous dreams unfolds 
its post-modern cinema                              fading into this observer 
 now older you take me aside—delineate the only sin  
  to incarcerate the soul  
& only path to free the trapped spirit 
—a green-cowled shaman                 ready for takeoff 
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SYMBIOSIS 

 

Step right in  
            to my Pakookaria!  

The philosophic barber  
sweeps piles of knotted strands from the floor  
                                          right into the compost out back 

 each one a tale 
 braided into a cord of stories       
he plants in hopes of taking off  what they might render up 

& my impersonation the sincerest flattery 
clinging tightly its snood—Lice Radiated Species  

with Gondwanaland breakup  
before the Cretaceous ensemble  

when THE RHIZOME  
  parasitized dinosaurs    

featherering?]                                           (through cometary cataclysm)  
if/then birds                                                (great tinamou harbors 18)  

                             and mammals CO-evolving as needed 
mirrored companions.  

Datable DNA fossils benchmark  
points of bifurcation.  

Human pubic lice relate to gorilla's  
from 13 million BP; head-lice cropped up  

as humans and chimpanzees  
parted company.  

Our loss of hair runs the Kudu down the path of heat stroke. 
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EMERGENCE 
 
 

giving a go for everyone 
blood 
letters                MAGNETIZE  

                         A~Cloud~Full~Back~Up~From~Mexico    

                            MONARCHS        (gps engaged)  
cling to narrowing forest zones   

                             take wing  THROUGH GENERATIONS 4 
being collective fin~a~gain el super 

Canada long haul return  

a billion strong to butterfly tree 

co-evolving envelopes 
chocked full of traversers  

b~e~c~o~m~i~n~g  
never alone but ALL of these 

        changes weather in Chicago 
North A Knot  

just multilayered polyverse 3d winking vortex 

Before giddy      ROUND UP  
gotta mention       GMOs along  
 the continuum of nows ENABLE 
KILLING INDEED 
where no milkweed  
 dangle their summoning pods, 
La Mariposa  
y su larva will surely starve;  
por eso, el doctor Asclepius  
finds little reason to visit 
—so leaves at home  
his strange blue bottles  
 upon which such beauties     ]like us 

i~n~t~e~r~d~e~p~e~n~d 
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creases in the page    ]form a keel for everyone 
                                                                  to get a handhold & climb aboard 
                as we travel  
strange self-portraits 
            flying up      toward                      THE LINE  
          twisted into] on a cliff face  
                A LITTLE CIRCLE                                             we vanish into 
    only to reappear    apparently            going thru 
             a  
  mesh-work  
  mosaics              
intersecting  
planes   the river with us  
not the same  
 goes on 
 carrying itself away                
meandering co-extensive frontiers w/ 
      intersubjective identity service   
 controlled by b~a~c~t~e~r~i~a       

     dusting our faces  passing through  
the light we reach to catch  

 
along polyedged walkabouts       

as the map and territories conjoin 
so un[expectedly        
          NOW              the country in all directions  

your garland sutras 
nested in others 

   center and circumference 

foldingenfoldingunfoldingrefolding 
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